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Beyond the standard cosmological model the late-time accelerated expansion of the Universe can be
reproduced by the introduction of an additional dynamical scalar field. In this case, the field is expected to
be naturally coupled to the rest of the theory’s fields, unless a (still unknown) symmetry suppresses this
coupling. Therefore, this would possibly lead to some observational consequences, such as space-time
variations of nature’s fundamental constants. In this paper we investigate the coupling between a dynamical
dark energy model and the electromagnetic field, and the corresponding evolution of the fine structure
constant (α) with respect to the standard local value α0. In particular, we derive joint constraints on two
dynamical dark energy model parametrizations (the Chevallier-Polarski-Linder and early dark energy
model) and on the coupling with electromagnetism ζ, forecasting future low-medium redshift observations.
We combine supernovae and weak lensing measurements from the Euclid experiment with high-resolution
spectroscopy measurements of fundamental couplings and the redshift drift from the European Extremely
Large Telescope, highlighting the contribution of each probe. Moreover, we also consider the case where
the field driving the α evolution is not the one responsible for cosmic acceleration and investigate how
future observations can constrain this scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of cosmic acceleration from mea-
surements of luminosity distances of type Ia Supernovae
(SN) in 1998 [1,2] and its confirmation by several other
independent cosmological data, the nature of the compo-
nent driving this acceleration, the so-called dark energy
(DE), has been deeply debated. In the standard cosmo-
logical model, the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM), the
acceleration is produced by the cosmological constant Λ.
This model is consistent with the majority of the observa-
tional data, but the known theoretical problems of the
cosmological constant led cosmologists to formulate sev-
eral other alternative models able, from one side, to relieve
the aforementioned theoretical issues and, on the other side,
to explain observations.
Alternative models for the DE, such as quintessence, are

called (models of) dynamical dark energy and, even if not
favored, they are currently not excluded by observations
[3,4]. Several of these alternative models are characterized
by the existence of an additional scalar field which drives
the accelerated expansion of the Universe. If this is the case,
it is expected that this additional component is coupled to
the rest of the theory’s fields.

In this paper we study the coupling of dynamical DE
models with the electromagnetic field: indeed, the presence
of this coupling would lead to a space-time variation of the
fine-structure constant α [5]. This, in turn, would generate
distinctive signatures in cosmological data, such as the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) (see e.g. [6–9]), but
also in low and medium redshift probes, for example in the
peak of luminosity in SN or in the metal absorption lines of
distant quasars (QSO).
The present work aims to extend and to complete the

analysis done in [9], where constraints on the coupling of a
time-varying fine structure constant in the presence of early
dark energy were obtained with CMB data. In this paper we
focus on low-medium redshift observables, forecasting SN
and QSO data, weak lensing shear power spectrum mea-
surements (WL), and redshift-drift (RD) data. The rel-
evance of this combination of probes is the coverage of a
wide redshift range (0 < z≲ 5), which is a very powerful
way to discriminate between a cosmological constant and a
dynamical DE model, as it makes it possible to investigate
the onset of DE. In other words, given the possibility of a
dynamical field that is moving very slowly (in appropriate
units), searching for deviations from a cosmological
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constant is optimally done by maximizing the lever arm of

probed redshifts.
In the present work we assume only a time-varying fine

structure constant, neglecting spatial variation. Recent
analyses of CMB data [10] have shown no evidence of
a spatial variation; there is instead some evidence of a
spatial variation from lower redshift QSO measurements
[11], and attempts are being made to independently confirm
it [12,13]. For the moment we note that our method could in
principle be extended to the more complex models needed
to account for such spatial variations.
We consider two different classes of time-varying α

models. In the first class the scalar field causing the α
variation is also responsible for the accelerated expansion
of the Universe, and therefore observational tests of the
evolution of α directly contribute to constrain dark energy
scenarios [14]. In the second class the additional degree
of freedom which causes the α variation is not (or at most
is only partially) the source of the DE component. This
second class is important for two reasons. First, although
consistency tests are available, erroneous dark energy
properties could be inferred if the α evolution is ascribed
to DE instead of this “external” degree of freedom; this
scenario has been discussed in [15]. Moreover, there may
be a bias induced on the estimation of cosmological
parameters due to a wrong assumption on the underlying
cosmological model, i.e. selecting a data set with a nonzero
variation of α, but assuming no variation in the analysis.
We investigate this possibility here. Should such a bias be
non-negligible and found in future data, it could hint for
the need of an extended underlying theoretical model in the
analysis.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce

the dynamical DE models considered in this work and
derive the time evolution of α. Section III contains the
description of the different probes we exploit and we
highlight the main features of each observable.
Section IV details the analysis we perform and the results
are presented in Sec. V. We then discuss our results in the
concluding Sec. VI.

II. THEORETICAL MODELS FOR THE
EVOLUTION OF THE FINE
STRUCTURE CONSTANT

In this section we discuss the two broad classes of
models for the evolution of the fine structure constant and
present specific examples for each class, then used in the
rest of the paper. In the first class, the dynamical degree of
freedom providing the α variation is also responsible for
the observationally required dark energy, while in the
second class the degree of freedom is not, or only partially,
responsible for the dark energy component. The observa-
tional probes are affected in different ways by these
scenarios, thus leading, in principle, to constraints on

DE parameters and on the coupling with electromagnetism
which are specific to the particular model.

A. Type I models: A single dynamical degree of freedom

In this first case we assume that there is a single
additional degree of freedom (typically, a scalar field)
responsible for the cosmic acceleration, and coupled to
the electromagnetic sector, thus leading to the time varia-
tion of the fine structure constant α. We consider two
different models for the DE component: a phenomenologi-
cal generic parametrization of the DE equation of state
parameter, the Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) paramet-
rization, and a more physically motivated early dark energy
(EDE) model.

(i) In the CPL model [16,17] the DE equation of state
(EoS) is written as

wCPLðzÞ ¼ w0 þ wa
z

1þ z
; (1)

where w0 is the present value of wCPL (i.e.
wCPLðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ w0) and wa is the coefficient of the
time-dependent term of the EoS.
In this model the EoS has a trend with redshift that is
not intended to mimic a particular model for dark
energy, but rather to allow to probe possible devia-
tions from the ΛCDM standard paradigm without the
assumption of any underlying theory. Nevertheless,
we can assume that also this kind of DE is produced
by a scalar field.

(ii) In the EDE model [18], the dark energy density
fraction ΩEDEðaÞ (i.e., the fraction of energy
density of the DE component over the total energy
density) and equation of state wEDEðaÞ are para-
metrized in the following way,

ΩEDEðaÞ ¼
Ω0

de −Ωeð1 − a−3w0Þ
Ω0

de þΩ0
ma3w0

þ Ωeð1 − a−3w0Þ

(2)

wEDEðaÞ ¼ −
1

3½1 −ΩEDE�
d ln ΩEDE

d ln a
þ aeq
3ðaþ aeqÞ

;

(3)

where aeq is the scale factor at matter-radiation
equality and Ω0

de and Ω0
m are the current dark energy

and matter density, respectively. A flat universe is
assumed and the present value for the equation of state
is obtained demanding wða ¼ 1Þ ¼ w0. The energy
density ΩdeðaÞ has a scaling behaviour evolving with
time and going to a finite constant Ωe in the past.
In this case the EoS follows the behaviour of the
dominant component at each cosmic time; wEDE ≈ 1=3
during radiation domination, wEDE ≈ 0 during matter
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domination, and wEDE ≈ −1 in recent times, as in a
cosmological constant era. We add dark energy
perturbations as in [19] but we fix the clustering
parameters to the values expected in the case of a
scalar field.

In these models the dynamical scalar fields are expected
to be naturally coupled to the rest of the theory, unless a
(still unknown) symmetry suppresses this coupling [5]. We
assume that this is the case for our toy models too, and,
following the line of [9], we want to study the coupling of
the dark energy degree of freedom with the electromag-
netic field.
The coupling between the scalar field, ϕ, and electro-

magnetism stems from a gauge kinetic function BFðϕÞ;

LϕF ¼ − 1

4
BFðϕÞFμνFμν; (4)

which, to a good approximation, can be assumed linear
[20,21],

BFðϕÞ ¼ 1 − ζ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8 πG

p
ðϕ − ϕ0Þ: (5)

This form of the gauge kinetic function can be seen as the
first term of a Taylor expansion, which is indeed a good
approximation for a slowly varying field at low redshifts,
as the low-redshift constraints on couplings, obtained both
directly from astrophysical measurements and through
local tests of equivalence principle violations, are quite
tight. For the latter category we can refer to the conservative
constraint [22,23]

jζlocalj < 10−3: (6)

In [9], the authors obtained an independent few-percent
constraint on this coupling using CMB and large-scale
structure data in combination with direct measurements of
the expansion rate of the Universe.
With these assumptions, the evolution of α is given by

Δα
α

≡ α − α0
α0

¼ ζ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8 πG

p
ðϕ − ϕ0Þ; (7)

and, since the evolution of the putative scalar field can be
expressed in terms of the dark energy properties Ωϕ and w
as [21,24]

w ¼ −1þ ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8 πG

p
ϕ0Þ2

3Ωϕ
; (8)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the
logarithm of the scale factor, we finally obtain the follow-
ing explicit relation for the evolution of the fine structure
constant in this dynamical dark energy class of models,

Δα
α

ðzÞ ¼ ζ

Z
z

0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ΩϕðzÞ½1þ wðzÞ�

q dz0

1þ z0
: (9)

As expected, in this class of models the magnitude of the
α variation is controlled by the strength of the coupling ζ.
We also note that these two equations can be phenomeno-
logically generalized to the case of phantom equations of
state, by simply switching the sign of the ð1þ wÞ term [25].
Here ΩϕðzÞ is the fraction of energy density provided

by the scalar field, thus it corresponds to Eq. (2) in the
EDE case, while for the CPL parametrization it’s easily
found to be

ΩCPLðzÞ¼
Ω0

CPL

Ω0
CPLþΩ0

mð1þ zÞ−3ðw0þwaÞeð3waz=1þzÞ ; (10)

where Ω0
m and Ω0

CPL are, respectively, the present time
energy densities of matter and DE.

B. Type II models: Independent degrees of freedom

In this scenario the degree of freedom responsible for the
α variation does not provide the dark energy, or at least is
constrained to provide only a fraction of it by current
observations. One effectively has a ΛCDM model with an
additional (often phenomenological) degree of freedom
accounting for the α variation.
In this case the direct link between varying couplings and

dark energy discussed above is also lost. Nevertheless, it is
possible to observationally infer that a given α variation is
not due to a Type I model, as such an assumption could lead
to consequences that can be observationally ruled out. This
possibility has already been discussed in [15]. Here we will
discuss this class in a slightly different context.
The simplest toy model of this kind is the Bekenstein-

Sandvik-Barrow-Magueijo (BSBM) model [26]. These
theories require some fine-tuning, even to fit purely
temporal α variations as that of [27], but for our purposes
they are useful for parametrizing the biases introduced in
cosmological parameter estimations if there is a α variation
that is neglected in the analysis. For the α variation itself
we can, to a good approximation, assume a simple one-
parameter (ξ) evolution, like

Δα
α

¼ −4ξ ln ð1þ zÞ: (11)

An alternative example of this class is provided by the
string-theory inspired runaway dilaton scenario [28], where
the α evolution is also relatively simple.

III. OBSERVATIONAL PROBES

In this section we characterize the different observables
we will use in our analysis.
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A. Supernovae type Ia data

Type Ia supernovae are a particular class of supernovae,
providing bright, standardizable candles, and constraining
cosmic acceleration through the Hubble diagram. At
present, they are the most effective and mature probe of
dark energy.
Moreover, as the SN peak luminosity (Lpeak) depends on

photon diffusion time, which in turn depends on α through
the opacity, the α variation could affect Lpeak [29]. The key
mechanism is the energy deposition rate in the decay chain
56Ni → 56Co → 56Fe. This leads to

ΔLpeak

Lpeak
∼ −0.94Δα

α
; (12)

which corresponds to

Δα
α

∼ 0.98ΔM; (13)

where ΔM ¼ M −M0 with M the absolute magnitude at
peak, and the subscript “0” indicates we are not accounting
for the α variation.
Decreasing alpha decreases the opacity, allowing pho-

tons to escape faster, thus increasing Lpeak. This can be
trivially translated to a change in the distance modulus
μ ¼ m −M, with m the apparent magnitude as

μðzÞ ¼ m −M ¼ m − ðM0 þ ΔMÞ

¼ μ0ðzÞ − 1

0.98
Δα
α

ðzÞ; (14)

where μ0ðzÞ ¼ 5 log10ðdLðzÞÞ þ 25 is a function of the
luminosity distance,

dLðzÞ ¼
1þ z
H0

Z
z

0

dz
EðzÞ : (15)

The EðzÞ ¼ HðzÞ=H0 expression encodes the chosen dark
energy model.
We build the SN data sets following the procedure

presented in [30]. We use Euclid specifications [31,32]
to forecast a SN survey at low-intermediate z, containing
1700 supernovae uniformly distributed in the redshift
range 0.75 < z < 1.5.

B. Quasar absorption systems data

The frequencies of narrowmetal absorption lines inquasar
absorption systems are sensitive to α [33], and the different
transitions have different sensitivities. Observationally, one
expects relative velocity shifts between transitions in a given
absorber, in a single spectrum, if α does vary; this compari-
son can therefore be used to obtain measurements of α in
these absorption systems. Indeed a survey able to observe
quasar absorption lines at different redshifts is able to

reconstruct the variation of α with respect to the present
value and to provide a data set corresponding to the left side
of Eq. (9).
Currently, there is controversial evidence [11] for a

space-time variation of α at the level of a few parts per
million, roughly in the redhsift range 1 < z < 4. Part of the
uncertainty in these results stems from the fact that the
large samples of spectra being used have been gathered for
other purposes and are therefore inhomogeneous, and may
be vulnerable to systematic errors which are difficult to
quantify. An ongoing dedicated VLT-UVES Large Program
is trying to clarify this issue [12,13], but the ultimate
solution is to use high-resolution ultrastable spectrographs,
for which these measurements are a key science driver.
For representative future data sets we use the baseline

(conservative) case discussed in [14]. We consider the
European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) equipped
with a high-resolution, ultrastable spectrograph (ELT-
HIRES), for which the Cosmic Dynamics Experiment
(CODEX) Phase A study [34] provides a baseline refer-
ence. We assume uniformly distributed measurements in
the redshift range 0.5 < z < 4.0, with an error σα ¼ 10−7.

C. Redshift-drift data

QSO observations can be also used to constrain DE
models through the so called redshift-drift of these sources
[35,36]. The redshift-drift is the change of the redshift due
to the expansion of the Universe between two observations
of the same distant source spectrum, repeated after a given
amount of (terrestrial) years. The required time lapse
depends on the instrument used (and specifically on its
calibration stability) but is typically of the order of a decade
with next-generation facilities.
With this kind of observation one can exploit distant

astrophysical sources as a probe of the expansion of the
Universe in a model-independent way [37–39]. As pointed
out in [15,40], QSO are the ideal astrophysical objects to
observe the redshift variationΔz between two observations.
This Δz can be translated to a spectroscopic velocity Δv ¼
cΔz=ð1þ zÞ and connected to cosmological quantities
through the relation

Δv
c

¼ H0Δt
�
1 − EðzÞ

1þ z

�
; (16)

where c is the speed of light and Δt is the time interval
between two observations of the same astrophysical source.
A CODEX-like spectrograph will have the ability to

detect the cosmological redshift-drift in the Lyman α
absorption lines of distant (2 < z < 5) QSOs, even though
this is a very small signal. The E-ELT can decisively detect
the redshift variation with a 4000 hours of integration in a
period of Δt ¼ 20 years [41]. These may be complemented
by measurements at other redshifts using SKA [42,43].
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According to Monte Carlo simulations of the CODEX
Phase A study [34], the error on the measured spectro-
scopic velocity shift Δv can be expressed as

σΔv ¼ 1.35
2370

S=N

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
30

NQSO

s �
5

1þ zQSO

�
x
cm s−1; (17)

where S=N is the signal-to-noise ratio, NQSO the number of
observed quasars, zQSO their redshift and the exponent x is
equal to 1.7 when z ≤ 4, while it becomes 0.9 beyond that
redshift.
Therefore, we can forecast a redshift-drift data set where

the error bars are computed using Eq. (17), with S=N ¼
3000 and a number of QSO NQSO ¼ 30 is assumed to be
uniformly distributed among the following redshift
bins zQSO ¼ ½2.0; 2.8; 3.5; 4.2; 5.0�.

D. Weak lensing data

Weak gravitational lensing of distant galaxies is a
powerful observable to probe the geometry of the
Universe and to map the dark matter distribution. We
describe the distortion of the images of distant galaxies
through the tensor [44]

ψ ij ¼
�−k − γ1 −γ2

−γ2 −κ þ γ2

�
;

where κ is the convergence field and γ ¼ γ1 þ iγ2 is the
complex shear field. We can rewrite these quantities as a
function of the projected Newtonian potentials ψ ;ij

γ ¼ 1

2
ðψ ;11 − ψ ;22Þ þ iψ ;12; κ ¼ 1

2
ðψ ;11 − ψ ;22Þ;

where the commas indicate the derivatives with respect
to the directions transverse to the line of sight, and the
projected potentials are given by ψ ;ij ¼ −ð1=2Þ R gðzÞ×
ðΨ;ij þ Φ;ijÞdz, i.e. integrating the gravitational potentials
with the lensing kernel

gðzÞ ¼
Z

dz0
nðz0Þrðz; z0Þ
rð0; z0Þ

with nðzÞ the galaxy redshift distribution and r the
comoving distance

rðz; z0Þ ¼
Z

z0

z

dz00

Eðz00Þ : (18)

We can define the convergence power spectra in a given
redshift bin in the following way

PijðlÞ ¼ H3
0

Z
∞

0

dz
EðzÞWiðzÞWjðzÞPNL

�
PL

�
H0l
rðzÞ ; z

��
;

(19)

where PNL is the nonlinear matter power spectrum at
redshift z, obtained correcting the linear one PL. WðzÞ is
a weighting function,

WiðzÞ ¼
3

2
Ωmð1þ zÞ

Z
ziþ1

zi

dz0
niðz0Þrðz; z0Þ

rð0; z0Þ ; (20)

with subscripts i and j indicating the redshift bin.
The observed power spectra are affected mainly by

systematic uncertainties arising from the intrinsic ellipticity
of galaxies γ2rms. These uncertainties can be reduced
averaging over a large number of sources. The observed
convergence power spectra will be, hence,

Cij ¼ Pij þ δijγ
2
rms ~n−1j ; (21)

where ~nj is the number of sources per steradian in the
jth bin.
In this paper we simulate a weak lensing data set

according to the specifications expected for the Euclid
survey [31]: the mission will observe ng ≃ 30 gal=arcmin2

over an area Ω ¼ 15000 deg2, corresponding to a sky
fraction fsky ∼ 33%. The large galaxy number density and
the wide area observed will allow Euclid to provide us with
a tomographic reconstruction of the weak lensing signal.
We therefore divide the redshift space into 10 bins, chosen
in such a way to have the same fraction of the total observed
galaxies in each one (see Table I). Using these specifica-
tions we build the l-by-l convergence power spectrum and
the 1σ uncertainties, computed as [45,46]

σl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2

ð2lþ 1Þfsky

s �
PðlÞ þ γ2rms

ngal

�
: (22)

E. Atomic clocks bounds

In models where the same dynamical degree of freedom
is responsible for both the dark energy and the variation

TABLE I. Euclid redshift bins considered in this analysis. The
redshift range of every bin is chosen in such a way that each bin
contains 10% of the galaxies observed by the survey.

Bin z Bin z

1 0 − 0.496 6 1.031 − 1.163
2 0.496 − 0.654 7 1.163 − 1.311
3 0.654 − 0.784 8 1.311 − 1.502
4 0.784 − 0.907 9 1.502 − 1.782
5 0.907 − 1.031 10 1.782 − 5.000
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of α, at redshift z ¼ 0 the atomic clock bounds [47] will
always give a constraint on the combination of a funda-
mental physics parameter (e.g. the coupling of the field,
which is obtained by the equivalence principle violation)
and a cosmological parameter (usually the dark energy
equation of state w0, although depending on the model
other parameters may be involved too). For the models in
subsection II A, we have

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3Ωϕ0ð1þw0Þ

q
H0ζ¼ð−1.6�2.3Þ×10−17 yr−1; (23)

and there will be analogous relations for the other models.
In some cases it may be possible to set such a bound at
nonzero redshifts too.
For II B-like models, Eq. (23) simplifies to

4H0ξ ¼ ð−1.6� 2.3Þ × 10−17 yr−1: (24)

IV. ANALYSIS

The cosmological parameters that we sample can be
divided into “standard parameters” quantifying the content
of the Universe and the power spectrum of primordial
scalar perturbations, fΩbh2;Ωch2;ΩΛ; ns; Asg, peculiar
DE parameters characterizing different parametrizations,
fw0; wag for the CPL case and fw0; Ωeg for EDE, and the
coupling ζ (ξ for the BSBM model).
We build simulated data sets assuming a fiducial

cosmology given by the observations of the WMAP
satellite after nine years of data [48] for the standard
parameters: the baryon and cold dark matter densities,
Ωbh2 andΩch2, the amount of energy density given by dark
energy at the present time ΩΛ, the optical depth to
reionization τ, the scalar spectral index ns and the overall
normalization of the spectrum As (see Table II). We fix the
DE parameters in such a way to mimic the ΛCDM
expansion (i.e. w0 ¼ −1; wa ¼ 0 in the CPL case and
w0 ¼ −1;Ωe ¼ 0 for EDE) and a vanishing coupling
ζ ¼ 0. In all the models and analysis we require spatial
flatness of the Universe. Basically, this fiducial set of
parameters (Set1 in Table III) represents the standard
ΛCDM cosmology as measured by WMAP-9.
We also build simulated data sets with a nonvanishing

variation of α; assuming the same value of Table II for the
standard parameters, but different values for the ones
involved in the α variation, listed in Table III. In order to
produce an evolving α, DE parameters must depart from the

standard ΛCDM scenario; nevertheless, we assume fiducial
model values compatiblewithpresently available constraints
[3,22,23,49,50] . In particular, for the CPL case we assume
w0 ¼ −0.95; wa ¼ 0 and a coupling ζ ¼ −3 × 10−5 (Set2).
For the EDE case we choose a dark energy described by
w0 ¼ −0.95;Ωe ¼ 0.02 and a coupling ζ ¼ −2 × 10−5
(Set3). We exploit these last two data sets to constrain the

TABLE II. Fiducial values for the six standard ΛCDM
cosmological parameters, corresponding to the marginalized
best fit values of the WMAP-9 years analysis.

Ωbh2 Ωch2 ΩΛ τ ns As

0.02264 0.1138 0.722 0.089 0.972 2.40 × 10−9

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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)
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EDE : Set3
BSBM : Set4

FIG. 1 (color online). Top panel: Evolution with redshift of
Δα=α in the CPL (red solid line), EDE (blue dashed line) and
BSBM (green dash-dotted line) parametrizations using the
fiducial cosmology in Table II. Bottom panel: corresponding
variation in the DE equation of state.

TABLE III. Fiducial values for the DE parameters and
couplings used in the different analyses.

Fiducial w0 wa Ωe ζ ξ

Set1 −1 0 0 0 � � �
Set2 −0.95 0 � � � −3 × 10−5 � � �
Set3 −0.95 � � � 0.02 −2 × 10−5 � � �
Set4 � � � � � � � � � � � � 5 × 10−8
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DE parameters beyond the standard ΛCDM model and in
order to investigate the possible bias on cosmological
parameters introduced if we neglect the variation of α in
the analysis.
In the BSBM framework, we instead use only one

fiducial model (Set4) generating a nonvanishing Δα=α
with a coupling ξ ¼ 5 × 10−8, in order to inquire how the
possible presence of a scalar field not driving the accel-
erated expansion, but coupled with α, can bias the recov-
ered cosmological parameters. In this case the DE
parameters are fixed to the ΛCDM values as we assume
that the background expansion is not affected by this
scalar field.
We show in Fig. 1 the resulting time variation of α (top

panel) and the corresponding EoS (bottom panel) for the
nonstandard scenarios defined by Table III.
In this work we rely on a MCMC technique to sample

the parameter space and we use a modified version of the
publicly available package COSMOMC [51] with a conver-
gence diagnostic using the Gelman and Rubin statistics. We
assume flat priors on the sampled parameters.

V. RESULTS

In this section we present the most interesting results we
obtained, discussing the impact of different observables on
the constraints. The complete set of constraints, resulting
from using different combinations of probes, is reported in
the Appendix A.

A. Vanishing Δα=α

As stated in the previous section, the first investigation
we carry out deals with vanishingΔα=αmock data sets. We
consider different combinations of the probes introduced
in Sec. III and discuss the main features obtained by this
analysis, exploring how the main geometrical probes (WL
and SN) affect constraints on DE parameters and on the
coupling ζ.
We first report the results for the CPLmodel. In Fig. 2 we

can notice how the Euclid survey will greatly narrow the
allowed parameter space for the EoS parameters w0 and wa,
mainly thanks to the combination of the SN and WL
measurements. When we consider all data sets we get
σðw0Þ ¼ 0.007 and σðwaÞ ¼ 0.03.
The constraints on the coupling parameter are instead

puzzling at a first look (see panel 4 in Fig. 3), as the use of
the Euclid observations loosens the bounds on ζ. This result
is however easily explained considering the chosen fiducial
cosmological model. Eq. (9) in fact implies that a vanishing
Δα=α can be obtained in two ways: either ζ ¼ 0 and/or
wðzÞ ¼ −1. This leads to the fact that when w0 and wa are
poorly constrained (i.e. when WL and SN are removed
from the analysis) the QSO forecasted measurements
require a coupling ζ close to zero. On the contrary when
WL and SN impose tight independent constraints on DE

parameters and the recovered wðzÞ is close to −1, a larger
range of ζ values is in agreement with the QSO measure-
ments. We can interpret this result considering that, as our
chosen fiducial cosmology is the standard ΛCDM universe,
our probes tightly constrain the Dark Energy to be close to a
cosmological constant, thus a nondynamical field (or one
rolling down the potential extremely slowly), and therefore
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FIG. 2 (color online). 2-dimensional contours at 68% and 95%
confidence levels for the w0-wa parameters. The solid red
contours show the combination of all observables; dotted cyan
curves describe the degradation of the constraints when removing
SN; blue dot-dashed contours broaden because of the exclusion
of WL; the green dashed regions are obtained removing both WL
and SN measurements.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Marginalized 1-dimensional posterior
distributions for the DE parameters w0, wa, ΩΛ and the coupling
ζ, for different combinations of probes.
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a vanishing Δα=α is reproduced for every choice of the
coupling. This effect is displayed in Fig. 3 where we report
the recovered 1-dimensional posterior distributions for the
coupling and the DE parameters. The solid red curves show
the combination of all observables with very tight con-
straints on DE parameters and the larger distribution for ζ;
the dotted cyan curves are obtained removing SN, the
constraints on w0-wa are slightly broader and the coupling
is slightly better constrained; the blue dot-dashed lines
exclude WL: DE parameters are still measured by SN but
the constraints are largely broadened allowing for a tighter
measurement of ζ; the green dashed lines show the

constraints on parameters when removing both WL and
SN: in this case we get the most stringent constraint on the
coupling because of the unmeasured w0-wa parameters. In
Fig. 4 we show the 2-dimensional contours at 68% and
95% confidence levels in the ζ-w0 and ζ-wa planes only
for the two extreme cases: the combination of all probes
and the analysis excluding WL and SN. Again we can see
that when DE parameters are constrained thanks to WL
and SN, the coupling can lie in a larger region, while it is
tightly constrained when loose bounds on w0-wa are
obtained.
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FIG. 4 (color online). 2-dimensional contours at 68% and 95%
confidence levels showing ζ versus w0=wa with (closed blue
contours) and without (open red contours) the inclusion of WL
and SN observations.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Same as Fig. 2 for the EDE parameters
w0-Ωe. Here we plot logð1þ w0Þ to better show the w0 ∼ −1
region.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Same as Fig. 3 for EDE parameters.
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In the EDE case the considered low redshift combination
of probes leads to very tight constraints on the model
parameters, narrowing the parameter space in a competitive
way with respect to present high redshift results on this
kind of models (see [49,50] for latest results). We obtain
w0 < −0.992 and Ωe < 0.0051 at 95% C.L. and we report
the 2-dimensional distribution in Fig. 5. Moreover we can
see in Fig. 6 that the effect on the coupling constraints
discussed above for CPL holds also when the α variation is
driven by this kind of dark energy parametrization: the
more data sets we consider, the broader the constraints on
the coupling are.

B. Nonvanishing Δα=α

In a second step of our analysis we select fiducial models
(Set2, Set3, and Set4) where Δα=α is not vanishing and the
DE parameters move from the standard ΛCDM scenario.
We report constraints on DE parameters for both the CPL
and EDE parametrizations, as well as for the coupling
arising in a BSBM model.
In this case, the peculiar w − ζ behaviour mentioned

above, due to the ζ ¼ 0 fiducial value, is not present and the
degeneracies between these parameters show up clearly, as
we report in Fig. 7 for both CPL and EDE models.
We also notice that probing a different fiducial cosmol-

ogy will give different constraints on the parameters.

For the CPL parametrization we recover the input fiducial
values and we obtain σðw0Þ ¼ 0.004, σðwaÞ ¼ 0.003 and
σðζÞ ¼ 1.1 × 10−6. The constraint on w0 improves by a
factor of about two and the measurement of wa becomes
about one order of magnitude better: moving the fiducial
region away from the special point (ζ ¼ 0, w0 ¼ −1)
prevents the loss of constraining power because of the
pathological degeneracies described in Fig. 4 and therefore
all the observables can fully contribute in constraining the
cosmological parameters. In particular, in these nonstand-
ard scenarios, the QSO contribution will be nonvanishing.
Even though QSO data have a much lower constraining
power than other dark energy observables, in Fig. 8 it is
possible to notice how this data set can provide independent
(and almost orthogonal) limits on dark energy parameters
and can be used to break degeneracies between w0 and wa.
The same behaviour is observed in the EDE analysis

where we find σðw0Þ ¼ 0.003, σðΩeÞ ¼ 0.001 and σðζÞ ¼
5.0 × 10−7 at 68% C.L.; the EDE parameters will be
detected with high significance in this scenario.
Set4 defines the nonvanishing Δα=α fiducial model used

to forecast the coupling between the electromagnetic sector
and the BSBM scalar field which, as explained above, does
not affect the background expansion of the Universe. This
implies that probes which do not directly depend on α will
constrain cosmological parameters but will not be sensitive
to the coupling ξ in any case, given that Eq.(11) relies only
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FIG. 7 (color online). Top panels: 2-dimensional contours at 68% and 95% confidence levels showing ζ versus w0=wa for the CPL
model when a Set2 fiducial cosmology is assumed in the data building. Bottom panels: same as top panel showing ζ versus w0=Ωe EDE
model parameters. The black crosses show the chosen fiducial values.
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on ξ as free parameter. Therefore in this analysis ξ is
constrained only by QSO and SN data, the latter through
the shift a variation of α produces on the distance modulus.
We constrain σðξÞ ¼ 2.1 × 10−9 (see Fig. 9).
As a last investigation we analyse the nonvanishing α

data fixing the coupling parameter to zero in the cosmo-
logical parameter estimation. This assumption will force
the analysis to fit data sets where Δα=α is redshift
dependent with theoretical spectra unable to reproduce
this trend. Should this translate into a bias in the recovered
cosmological parameters we will be able to quantify the
impact of a wrong assumption on ζ on cosmological
results.

Among the observables we considered in this work, only
QSO and SN are directly affected by the α evolution, and
in particular only SN can produce a shift in the estimated
value of the cosmological parameters. ζ ¼ 0 will in fact
always produce a vanishing Δα=α in Eq. (9). Thus, what-
ever value the cosmological parameters assume, the whole
parameter sets will not give a good fit to the QSO data set
which directly probe the quantity Δα=α . On the contrary,
SN data sets generated with Δα=α ≠ 0 are shifted with
respect to the Set1 data set [see Eq. (14)], and require a
shift in the cosmology affecting μ0ðzÞ to compensate this
artefact. We better show this effect in Fig. 10 where we plot
the relative difference of the distance modulus μðzÞ for
different coupling values with respect to the case ζ ¼ 0 for
the CPL model. We see that the greater is the departure
from ζ ¼ 0, the greater the shift in μðzÞ will be.
Nevertheless we find that, assuming Set2, Set3 and Set4

fiducial values, this bias is too small to be observed with the
considered SN survey in both types of models. We do not
find any significant shift in the cosmological parameters
induced by wrong assumptions on the coupling, suggesting
that a more sensitive and deep SN survey will be needed to
detect this effect. Indeed the E-ELT (plus JWST [52]) is
expected to find SN up to z ∼ 5 probing the region at higher
z where the shift in μðzÞ is slightly increasing. A greater
value of ζ might have an effect as well however, as stated
previously, we restrict our analyses to a parameter region in
agreement with current observations, i. e. jζ ≲ 10−3j.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we focused on the possible coupling
between a scalar field driven dark energy, parametrized
here with the CPL and EDE formalisms, and electromag-
netism, which can in principle bring to a time evolution of
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FIG. 8 (color online). QSO contribution to the w0-wa con-
straints. We report contour plots at 68% and 95% confidence
levels as obtained from QSO data only (dashed green line), all
probes except QSO (dash-dotted red line) and all probes (solid
purple line). The black cross shows the fiducial input values.
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the fine structure constant α. We have shown how the two
sectors are connected by a coupling ζ and we investigated
the ability of future low-medium redshift surveys to
constrain this coupling. In particular, we considered two
different scenarios, a standard ΛCDM one (without α
variations) and dynamical dark energy where a ζ ≠ 0
produces a redshift evolution for the fine structure constant.
We forecasted observables for these two fiducial cosmol-
ogies from several upcoming surveys and we analysed
these simulated data sets using MCMC techniques.
In the vanishing Δα=α case we obtained constraints on

the sampled parameters, showing how, as expected, dark
energy parameters will greatly benefit from weak lensing
and supernova data coming from the Euclid satellite: we
find (σðw0Þ ¼ 0.007, σðwaÞ ¼ 0.03) at 68% C.L. and
(w0 < −0.992, Ωe < 0.0051) at 95% C.L., for the CPL
and EDE models, respectively. Alongside this expected
result, we also observe a rather peculiar behaviour on ζ: the
chosen fiducial cosmology in fact implies that the better
dark energy parameters are constrained, the larger the range
of allowed values for ζ is. When all observables are
considered we get σðζCPLÞ ¼ 1.8 × 10−7 and σðζEDEÞ ¼
1.7 × 10−7 at 68% C.L.
This trend disappears when the second fiducial model is

considered, as we move away from the peculiar point
½ζ; wðzÞ� ¼ ½0;−1� of the parameter space. In the non-
ΛCDM fiducial cosmology, we have shown the con-
straining power of the considered observables on the
sampled parameters, as well as the degeneracies between
dark energy parameters and ζ both for the CPL and EDE
models, highlighting how these degeneracies affect con-
straints. In particular we showed for the CPL model how
the contribution from QSOs, combined with orthogonal
constraints from Euclid observables, will improve the
estimate by a factor of 2 for w0 and by one order of
magnitude for wa, finding (σðw0Þ ¼ 0.004, σðwaÞ ¼ 0.003)
at 68% C.L. A detection of dark energy parameters at high
significance is predicted also in the EDE model, with
(σðw0Þ ¼ 0.003, σðΩeÞ ¼ 0.001) at 68% C.L. The coupling
is constrained with σðζCPLÞ ¼ 1.1 × 10−6 and σðζEDEÞ ¼
5.0 × 10−7 at 68% C.L.
Furthermore, we analysed this last fiducial cosmology

keeping ζ fixed to a value different from the one in input in
order to find out if wrong assumptions on the cosmological
model could produce an observable bias on parameters. We
discovered this is not the case as only SN can highlight this
shift and the survey considered here is not sensitive enough
to show this small effect. A future paper may investigate
which are the specifications (such as the number of SN and
redshift range) needed by a future survey to detect this bias.
Finally, we also considered a BSBM model, where the

scalar field coupled to electromagnetism is not the one
driving the accelerated expansion of the Universe. We
analysed this model using data sets forecasted with a
fiducial cosmology producing a nonvanishing Δα=α and

obtained constraints on the coupling of this model with
electromagnetism, obtaining σðξÞ ¼ 2.1 × 10−9. Also in
this case we investigated the possible existence of a bias
due to wrong cosmological assumptions, finding the same
results obtained for the CPL and EDE models.
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APPENDIX A: RECOVERED PARAMETERS

While in Sec. V we focused only on the key results of our
analyses, in this appendix we list in Sec. A 1 the constraints
on all the parameters as determined from different combi-
nations of probes, and in Sec. A 2 we report the one-
dimensional posteriors and the constraints for the sampled
parameters when a nonstandard fiducial model is assumed.

A. Vanishing Δα=α

For vanishing Δα=α data sets we performed several
analyses, excluding each time one of the observables
presented in Sec. III. In this way we could explore and
highlight the contribution of each observable to the con-
straints. In Table IV we report the 68% confidence level
errors on relevant cosmological parameters and in Fig. 11
we show the one-dimensional posteriors recovered for both
CPL and EDE models. We can notice how removing QSO
and atomic clocks from the analysis we lose, trivially, all
the constraining power for the coupling ζ, while as
expected removing WL and/or SN opens the DE
parameters.

B. Nonvanishing Δα=α

In this section we report the constraints obtained
when a nonstandardΛCDM cosmology and a nonvanishing
Δα=α is assumed (Set2, Set3, Set4 in Table III). We report
results in Fig. 12 only for the combination of all the
observables.
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FIG. 11 (color online). Marginalized posteriors for the sampled parameters in the analyses reported in Table IV. The top panel shows
the results for a CPL parametrized DE, while the bottom panel refers to EDE results. Different curves in each panel refer to different
combinations of probes : all (red) includes all data sets described in Sec. III, all-WL (dark blue) excludes weak lensing data, all-SN (light
blue) excludes supernovae data, all-RD (orange) excludes redshift drift, and all-CL-QSO (green) excludes quasars and atomic clocks
bounds.

TABLE IV. 68% C.L. constraints on relevant cosmological parameters when the DE equation of state is parametrized through the CPL
(top) or EDE (bottom) formalism for different combinations of probes: all includes all data sets described in Sec. III, all-WL excludesweak
lensing data, all-SN excludes supernovae data, all-RD excludes redshift drift, and all-QSOCL excludes quasars and atomic clocks bounds.

CPL
all all-WL all-SN all-RD all-QSOCL

σðΩbh2Þ 5.4 × 10−4 <0.025 <0.025 5.3 × 10−4 5.4 × 10−4
σðΩch2Þ 6.6 × 10−4 4.8 × 10−3 3.3 × 10−3 6.6 × 10−4 6.9 × 10−4
σðH0Þ 1.6 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 1.2 1.6 × 10−2 1.6 × 10−2
σðΩΛÞ 6.8 × 10−4 9.3 × 10−3 8.9 × 10−4 6.9 × 10−4 7.8 × 10−4
σðw0Þ 6.8 × 10−3 1.6 × 10−2 9.2 × 10−3 6.8 × 10−3 7.5 × 10−3
σðwaÞ 2.6 × 10−2 9.8 × 10−2 3.5 × 10−2 2.6 × 10−2 3.1 × 10−2
σðζÞ 1.8 × 10−7 9.7 × 10−8 1.6 × 10−7 1.8 × 10−7 1.0 < ×10−5

EDE
all all-WL all-SN all-RD all-QSOCL

σðΩbh2Þ 5.4 × 10−4 <0.025 <0.025 5.3 × 10−4 5.3 × 10−4
σðΩch2Þ 6.2 × 10−4 <0.12 <0.12 6.2 × 10−4 6.1 × 10−4
σðH0Þ 1.3 × 10−2 2.2 × 10−2 1.2 1.3 × 10−2 1.3 × 10−2
σðΩΛÞ 3.5 × 10−4 9.2 × 10−3 3.7 × 10−4 3.6 × 10−4 3.7 × 10−4
σðw0Þ <− 0.996 <− 0.983 <− 0.996 <− 0.996 <− 0.996
σðΩeÞ <2.6 × 10−3 <2.9 × 10−2 <2.4 × 10−3 <2.6 × 10−3 <2.8 × 10−3
σðζÞ 1.7 × 10−7 7.8 × 10−8 1.7 × 10−7 1.9 × 10−7 <1.0 × 10−5
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